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Abstract. We demonstrate the open source ViziQuer tool for web-based cre-
ation and execution of visual diagrammatic queries over RDF/SPARQL data.
The tool supports the data instance level and statistics queries, providing visual
counterparts for most of SPARQL 1.1 select query constructs, including
aggregation and subqueries. A query environment can be created over a user-
supplied SPARQL endpoint with known data schema (a data schema explo-
ration service is available, as well). There are pre-defined demonstration query
environments for a mini-university data set, a fragment of synthetic similar to
reality hospital data set, and a variant of Linked Movie Database RDF data set.
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1 Introduction

The textual SPARQL 1.1 [1] select query language over RDF data allows creating rich
data selection queries, possibly involving subqueries, aggregations, unions and rich
expression notation. The visual/diagrammatic environments for query creation support,
such as Optique VQs [2], Query VOWL [3] and early versions of ViziQuer [4],
however, stay significantly behind the expressivity of SPARQL 1.1 select queries by
not supporting e.g. the subqueries and aggregation. The possibility of introducing
aggregated fields and rich expression notation into a diagrammatic UML-style RDF
data query environment has been shown in the earlier work of authors [5, 6], while [7]
provides a more refined set of extended UML class diagram constructs for visual
SPARQL query definition including: (i) separation of aggregated and grouping fields in
query node attribute lists; (ii) visual notation for subqueries, (iii) separate query control
nodes for query structuring and (iv) integrated textual SPARQL fragments.

We describe and demonstrate here the web-based open source ViziQuer tool
supporting the notation of [7] and providing basic user services both for query envi-
ronment configuration and visual query creation. The resource point http://viziquer.
lumii.lv provides links both to the online tool and the source code repository.
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We provide preliminary results on query notation and tool usability, as well.
In what follows, Sect. 2 briefly reviews the visual query notation, Sect. 3 describes

the query tool usage and implementation and Sect. 4 concludes the paper.

2 Visual Notation Overview

For query notation illustration we use a mini-hospital data schema, extracted from [8]
and depicted in UML style notation in Fig. 1. The role names, if not specified, coincide
with target class names with lowercase first letter; the attributes and roles are assumed
by default to have minimum and maximum cardinalities 1.

A basic visual query (cf. [4, 7]) is a UML class diagram style graph with the nodes
describing data instances, the edges describing their connections and the attributes
forming the query selection list from the node instance attributes and their expressions;
every node can specify both the instance class and additional conditions on the
instance. One of the graph nodes is the main query node (shown as orange round
rectangle in the diagram); the structural edges (all edges except the condition ones)
within the graph form its spanning tree with the main query node being its root.

Figure 2 shows initial query examples following the basic class-attribute-link-
condition paradigm (a), similar to [2, 4], and simple statistics queries (b) and (c), as
in [7]:

(a) select top 10 most expensive hospital episodes with discharge reason specified,
lasting for at least 10 days, for patients born in 2000; show episode total cost,
case record number, discharge reason and all attributes of referring physician, if
specified;

HospitalEpisode
referringPhysician:CPhysician[0..1]
responsiblePhysician:CPhysician
dischargeReason:{"cured", "deceased", "other"}[0..1]
lengthInDays:integer
totalCost:decimal
caseRecordNo:integer

TreatmentInWard
attendingPhysician:CPhysician
ward:string
orderNo:integer

Patient
name:string
surname:string
gender:{"male", "female"}
birthDate:date

<<EnumClass>>
CPhysician

personCode:string
name:string
surname:string

**

Fig. 1. Mini-hospital data schema

Fig. 2. Class-attribute-link-condition and statistics queries
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(b) count the hospital episodes lasting for at least 10 days and
(c) compute the hospital episode count and average length in days, grouped by the

episode discharge reason.

The visual notation supports links that are required, optional and negated. The
attributes in node fields by default are optional, not to bypass entire solution rows
because of missing attribute values, an attribute is marked as required by a {+} dec-
oration in the visual notation is (cf. dischargeReason attribute in Fig. 2 (a)).

Figure 3 demonstrates more advanced query examples using subqueries (edges
with black bullets at the end) (a), control nodes ([] stands for an outer query scope for
collecting, filtering, projecting, further aggregating of subquery result lists) and non-
model links (denoted by ++ in (b)), as well as schema-level variables (c):

(a) count the patients with at least 3 hospital episodes having at least 5 wards each;
(b) count all wards with more than 1000 treatment in ward cases, and
(c) select all data classes together with their instance count.

For more details and further notation examples one may consult [7], as well as the
demonstration examples provided within the query environment.

3 Query Tool Usage and Implementation

The user’s work with the ViziQuer tool is arranged in projects. Users can create
projects that consist of query diagrams each capable of hosting multiple queries. Each
project needs a supplied data schema and a SPARQL endpoint (pre-configured Vizi-
Quer instances with built in schema and endpoint information are possible, as well).
There are prototype services for ViziQuer schema extraction from an OWL ontology
and from SPARQL endpoint data.

A ViziQuer project needs also a SPARQL engine type to enable query translation
optimizations for vendor-specific SPARQL endpoints. The practical tool usage up to
now has been oriented towards OpenLink Virtuoso SPARQL endpoints, although a
“General SPARQL” option is available, as well.

Each query diagram allows for new query creation, starting from a query symbol
selection from the symbol palette (cf. Fig. 4), followed by class name condition, plain
and aggregate attribute setting using the property dialogues (there are basic suggestion

Fig. 3. Advanced query constructs
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services for class and attribute names). Adding of another class into the query can be
performed by introducing the class via symbol palette, or by using the offered “Add
Link” service (cf. Fig. 4) offering the link names and their target classes making sense
in the context of the selected host class. The defined queries in the diagrams (either the
connected components or parts thereof) can be either translated into the textual
SPARQL form, or directly executed over the specified SPARQL endpoint.

There are available demonstration query environments for a mini-university data
set, a fragment of synthetic hospital data set resembling the data of Children’s hospital
in Riga, Latvia [8] and a variant of Linked Movie Database RDF data set [9].

The tool is created using ajoo – a generic platform for web-based diagrammatic tool
building [10]. The ViziQuer tool is defined within the platform by creating a JSON-
style configuration for the node, edge and compartment types in the diagrams, and
writing JavaScript functions for the tool specific functionality, including query trans-
lation into SPARQL. Ajoo and ViziQuer use Meteor framework [11] and MongoDB
for diagram storage and exchange, and for user management and collaboration features.

The ajoo framework and ViziQuer query tool are open source and have been made
available on GitHub, so enabling local installations of the ViziQuer query engine.

The tool architecture allows for de-coupling of the ajoo platform and custom
diagram handling code from the Meteor server, should there a need arise for integrating
it into some other diagram serving infrastructure.

4 Conclusions

The presented ViziQuer tool demonstrates the feasibility of visual querying of the RDF
data just from a web browser window. The supported query notation allows visual
creation of most of the SPARQL select query language constructs, including aggre-
gates, subqueries and query structuring [7]. The initial experiments with potential tool
end users without a formal IT background have indicated that this user group could
well read and understand e.g. the queries involving subquery construct formerly con-
sidered to be out of scope for visual query formulation systems (cf. e.g. [2]).

Fig. 4. Basic working environment
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A preliminary query composition experiment with undergraduate 4th year IT stu-
dents at University of Latvia has indicated a potential usability of the visual notation
and tool for generally IT literate persons. The 14 student participants (with some
background in SQL and no specific training in RDF/SPARQL) were given brief
introductions about the hospital data model, RDF, SPARQL and ViziQuer (each about
10 min) and then were split into two groups of 7 and given 10 query writing tasks. One
group was asked to create queries in ViziQuer and the other – using textual SPARQL
notation. After the training period students had 60 min to work on the assigned tasks.
The numbers of successfully completed tasks by the students in the visual notation
group were 10, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 2 (in average 4.7), while in the SPARQL group there were
5, 5, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1 completed tasks (in average 3.0). The ViziQuer group outperformed
the SPARQL group on all query subsets of data instance queries, simple aggregate
queries and queries with subquery structure.

It can be expected that the tool interface re-work that is to be provided as a future
work (the property sheets with very basic name suggestion services currently available)
would make the notation and tool a potential alternative or complement to other
SPARQL query creation approaches both for semantic technology experts and lay
users. This future work involves also more definite usability tests that are to be run.
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